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Abstract

We consider forecasting and prequential (predictive sequential) validation of meta-

elliptical distributions with time varying parameters. Using the weak prequential prin-

ciple of Dawid, we conduct model validation avoiding nuisance parameter problems.

Results rely on the structure of meta-elliptical distributions and we allow for discon-

tinuities in the marginals and time varying parameters. We illustrate the ideas of the

paper using a large data set of 16 commodity prices.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we describe how to model the distribution of multivariate time series using the

copula. We provide a computationally intensive approach to model validation with no need

to account for estimated parameters in the testing procedure. This is possible by recursive

estimation of the predictive density at each point in time (or over some subsequence) using
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only preceding observations (essentially this is the real time econometrics approach considered

by Pesaran and Timmermann, 2005).

We consider the following framework: each period the econometrician needs to issue a

probability forecast for a vector of random variables. To issue a forecast the econometrician

will select a meta-elliptical distribution parametrized by a nite dimensional vector of para-

meters. The dependence on the past is fully captured by the parameters that may vary over

time. The proposed way to model the parameter dynamics covers parametric, semiparamet-

ric and nonparametric techniques and can be related to the existing literature (Hansen, 1994,

Engle, 2002, Jondeau and Rockinger, 2005, Patton, 2006).

Having issued a forecast, the econometrician is then interested in assessing the proposed

forecasting model and improving upon it. Since the forecasts are constructed recursively, the

estimated parameters change over time, making the existing results on inference not directly

applicable. However, by the weak prequential principle of Dawid (e.g. Dawid, 1984, 1985,

1986, Dawid and Vovk, 1999, and Seillier-Moiseiwitsch and Dawid, 1993 being very relevant),

the way the forecast is constructed should be irrelevant for model validation: a model, or

part of a model is retained until it is invalidated by empirical evidence. We propose a viable

testing procedure that follows this principle.

There is a relatively large literature on testing for the right copula (e.g. Genest and Rivest,

1993, Breymann et al., 2003, Fermanian, 2005, Maleverge and Sornette, 2003). However, the

existing studies focus on estimating a copula using sample observations and then testing

for the adequacy of the postulated copula specication. Here, instead, we are in a purely

forecasting framework. The model is recursively estimated and a loss is incurred every

time a new observation becomes available. There are clear computational drawbacks in

this approach (though it is the only one that replicates a true forecasting exercise); however,

it reduces the possible problem of overtting when estimation sample and validation sample

are the same.

Using the fact that the forecasts come from a meta-elliptical distribution, we can easily

transform the data so that under the null the statistics do not depend on any unknown

parameters and suitable prequential validation can be carried out. The structure of the test

statistics under the null is such that we only need to simulate uniform random variables,

making the tabulation of critical values relatively easy. The required computations are all

straightforward and relatively fast to perform in any modern machine. This approach is a
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simple alternative to more analytic methods, which provide a limiting distribution for the

test statistic whose critical values can be di!cult to compute (e.g. Fermanian, 2005, for some

solution).

The assumption of meta-ellipticity allows us to break down validation into two simple

stages: marginal and copula validation. At rst we check the marginal forecasts. If the

marginal forecasts are not falsied, we then focus on the cross dependence structure. The

advantage of breaking up validation into several stages is that this allows us to easily identify

at which stage the forecasts failed. This identication issue is important for practical work.

Two-stage copula modelling is not new, but some approaches in the existing literature

(either implicitly or explicitly based on the copula) lead to inconsistent distributions (e.g.

Engle, 2002, Patton 2006, though the empirical performance of these methods is undisputably

good). In this respect we provide some clarications.

To illustrate the approach we consider the problem of forecasting energy and soft com-

modity prices. The forecasts we use are subjective, but they perform reasonably well.

Before turning to the more technical material, we briey provide some further motivation

for our forecast validation approach.

1.1 Further Motivation

Popper’s falsiability principle motivated this work. Loosely, it says that any theory should

be potentially falsiable. In our context, we regard the way we construct the forecast (e.g.

the model and the calibration method) as the theory. Given that our forecasts are paramet-

ric, our choices of model and methods imply an underlying belief that we test on the data.

For these believes to be falsied, it is neither necessary nor su!cient to nd an alternative

forecasting procedure that leads to better results. Indeed both forecasts could be falsied

by reality and for this reason we need to go beyond the purely relative comparison. On

the other hand if reality does not falsify either forecasting procedure, the superior relative

performance of one forecasting method does not necessarily falsify the other. Indeed, one

could argue that performance can be measured in many di"erent ways depending on subjec-

tive preferences. On the other hand falsication is a concept more intimately related to the

phenomenic representation of an underlying "truth", i.e. empirical observation. Hence, no

forecasting method can falsify another, but the data (i.e. the phenomenical representation

of the "truth") can. The objective of this paper is to take into account these remarks in
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describing a procedure that allows us to evaluate forecasts in their own right. This relates

to the prequential literature quoted above.

1.2 Plan of the Paper

The plan for the reminder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the class

of meta-elliptic distributions and describe the important transformations of the data used

to test the performance of the forecasts. In Section 3, we describe the issues involved in

constructing forecasts for the marginals and the copula. In Section 4, we describe the testing

procedure in details. In Section 5, we provide an illustrative example. Section 6 contains

concluding remarks.

1.3 Notation

We introduce some notation. For typographical reasons, we may put indices in parenthesis

instead of using subscripts, e.g. ! (") instead of !!# When not needed, we may suppress

subscripts. Suppose $ is a set, then % "" $ is a compact set inside $. For any mapping

(!1& ###& !") 7# ' and ( ) 1, *#($)' := *'+*!$# The inner product is denoted by h###& ###i #

Furthermore, for , and - with joint distribution . , . (,|- = /) or simply . (,|/) stands

for the distribution of ,, conditional on - = /.

2 Meta-Elliptical Distributions

To dene the class of meta-elliptical distributions, we rst recall the denition of elliptic

distributions. Let X be a random vector in R" . Then X is said to have an elliptic density

(e.g. Kano, 1994, Fang et al., 2002) with location parameter 0, positive denite scale matrix

! and generating function 1, if

23'% (x) = det |!|
!1&2 1

¡!
(x$ 0) &!!1 (x$ 0)

®¢
# (1)

For our purposes, we set 0 = 0 and restrict ! to have diagonal entries equal to one, i.e. ! is

a correlation matrix. Under this restriction on !, 1 is uniquely identied (e.g. Fang et al.,

2002). Throughout we shall assume that ! is a correlation matrix with no further mention.

Under this condition, all the marginals of (1) are identical, say .%& and only depend on 1
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and are given by (e.g. Fang et al., 2002)

.% (!) =
1

2
+

4("!1)&2

" ((( $ 1) +2)

Z #

!"

Z "

'2

¡
/ $ 52

¢("!1)&2
1 (/) 3/35& (2)

where " (!) is the gamma function. Fang et al. (2002) have introduced the term meta-

elliptical distributions to describe distributions related to the density in (1).

For the denition of meta-elliptical distributions, we shall recall the denition of copula

function. Suppose ,1& ###& ," are random variables with marginals .1& ###& ." . Then, there is

a function 6 : [0& 1]" # [0& 1] such that their joint distribution . can be written as

. (x) = 6 (.1 (!1) & ###& ." (!"))

x = (!1& ###& !"). When the marginals are continuous, the copula is unique and is the joint

distribution of the transformed variables7$ = .$ (,$) which are then [0& 1] uniform. We shall

discuss this issue more in details in due course. Now we shall just introduce the denition

of meta-elliptical copulae. We say that ,1& ###&," have meta-elliptical distribution with

marginals .1& ###& ." and scaling function 1 if their copula density, say 8& can be written as

8% (u;!) = det |!|!1&2 1
¡!
(Q%u) &!!1 (Q%u)

®¢
9 (u) & (3)

9 (u) =

Ã
"Y

$=1

3.!1% (:$)

3:$

!!1
&

where Q% : [0& 1]
" # R" is an operator such that

Q%u =
¡
.!1% (:1) & ###& .

!1
% (:")

¢(
# (4)

Note that .!1% (:) := inf {! % R : .% (!) & :} is the generalized inverse of (2). Therefore,

we shall call meta-elliptical copulae the class of copulae corresponding to meta-elliptical

distributions. It is clear that the marginals .1& ###& ." play a special role and we shall discuss

the transformation 7$ = .$ (,$) and its generalization in more details within a time series

context.

2.1 The Uniform Transform and Its Implications

To discuss the transform 7$ = .$ (,$) and its extensions in a time series context, we suppose

that (X)))#N is a sequence of random vectors with values in R". Our goal is to redene
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the random vector X* = (,*1& ###& ,*") into a new probability space such that each ,*$ is

transformed into a uniform [0& 1]. To achieve this, under general conditions on the Lebesgue

decomposition of the marginal distributions of X*& we use the following function

.̃*$ (!& ;) = Pr (,*$ < !|F*!1) + ;Pr (,*$ = !|F*!1) & (5)

where F*!1 is the sigma algebra generated by (X)))+*. Clearly if the conditional distribution

of ,*$ at ! is continuous, it shall be equal to .̃*$ (!& ;) no matter what ; is. We state the

following important result, whose proof, for example, can be found in Rio (2000, Lemma 1F).

Lemma 1 Suppose =*$ is a [0& 1] uniform random variable. Then,

7*$ := .̃*$ (,*$& =*$)

is a [0& 1] uniform random variable independent of F*!1 and

,*$ = inf {! % R : Pr (,*$ ' !|F*!1) & 7*$}

almost surely.

Dene

U* = (7*1& ###& 7*") =
³
.̃*1 (,*1& =*1) & ###& .̃*" (,*" & =*")

´
& (6)

where (=*$)*#N is iid mutually independent for each > and independent of (X*)*#N. By Lemma

1, (U*)*#N is a sequence of iid random variables with uniform [0& 1] marginals, i.e. U* is inde-

pendent of F*!1. Since U* is a random vector with uniform marginals, its joint distribution

is the copula of X* conditional on F*!1# (For convenience, in the sequel we shall suppress

the restriction on F*!1 both in the formulae as well as in the text). If X* does not have

marginals that are continuous, there is not a unique copula for it (e.g. Sklar, 1973 Corollary

to Theorem 1). However, U* is derived from (6) and it is a continuous random variable.

Hence, there is a unique copula for U* which is also its joint distribution. If the copula of

X* is not unique, the copula of U* will be used as a unique choice of copula. This solves

any identication issues for the copula of X*, and the term copula would only refer to this

version with continuous uniform marginals. We now turn on some implications of the fact

that U* is independent of F*!1.
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2.1.1 A Pitfall in Copula Modelling

The fact that, by Lemma 1,U* is independent of F*!1 is often ignored in applied work leading

to inconsistent models based on the copula. We consider a very simple illustrative example.

Example 2 As usual X* = (,*1& ###&,*") and F*!1 is the sigma algebra generated by its

past. Let ,*$ = ?*$@*$ be such that (?*$)*#Z is a sequence of iid standard Gaussian random

variables and (@*$)*#Z is a sequence such that @*$ is F*!1 measurable. Note that

Z #

!"

1

@
A
³ B
@

´
3B =

Z #&,

!"
A (B) 3B

where A is the standard Gaussian density. Then, it is easy to see that

.-!" (,*$|F*!1) = ..!" (?*$|F*!1)

where .-!" (·|F*!1) and ..!" (·|F*!1) are the conditional distributions of ,*$ and ?*$ respec-

tively. Given that (?*$)*#Z is iid, then, ?*$ is independent of F*!1. Now suppose that X*

conditioning on F*!1 has Gaussian copula. By the properties of Gaussian copulae, the scal-

ing matrix is equal to the covariance of Z* := (?*1& ###& ?*") conditional on F*!1. But Z*
is independent of F*!1 (it is iid) hence, the conditional covariance (correlation) equals the

unconditional covariance. Moreover, GARCH modelling of the marginals together with a

copula to model the cross sectional dependence often leads to some more obvious inconsis-

tency. In fact, one rst models the marginals conditioning on (,)$))+* and then joins them

together assuming a copula conditioning on F*!1. There is nothing wrong with this, but it is

clear that the parameters of the copula cannot depend on F*!1 otherwise also the marginals

would depend on this larger sigma algebra (Fermanian and Wegkamp, 2004, for details and

interpretations).

The above example shows that Engle (2002) DCC model is inconsistent. Indeed, there

the correlation matrix depends on F*!1. Using the independence of U* and F*!1 it follows

that other models based on the copula are inconsistent. For example Patton (2006) is right in

his analysis suggesting that one should use the conditional copula. He is wrong in modelling

the parameters of the conditional copula as F*!1 dependent. Despite this theoretical incon-

sistency these models have been very successful in modelling the joint distribution of assets’

returns. A possible reason is that when estimated, these models are able to capture time
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inhomogeneity of the copula parameters (i.e. nonstationarity). For example the exponential

smoothing used by Engle (2002) to estimate the correlation matrix of the DCC model can

act as a lter tracking a time inhomogeneous correlation matrix that may change slowly in

time. (Time inhomogeneous distributions for assets’ returns have been advocated by Starica

and Granger, 2005).

We shall conclude this section with a further transformation that pertains only to meta-

elliptical distributions and that together with the uniform transform will be used for testing

purposes.

2.2 Scaling Matrix Transforms

One important property of U* having meta-elliptical copulae with full rank scaling matrix

!* is that we can write Z* := Q%U*& where Z* has elliptical distribution with scaling matrix

!* = %*%
(
* for some ( ×( matrix %* (the decomposition !* = %*%(* is unique only up to a

multiplicative orthonormal matrix). This implies the following stochastic representation (e.g.

Hult and Lindskog, 2002),

Z* := Q%U* = C%S (7)

where the equality is in distribution and % is a ( ×( matrix such that %%( = !, C is a

positive random variable uniquely determined by 1 (because !* is a correlation matrix) and

S is ( dimensional uniformly distributed on the unit sphere and independent of C.

Example 3 Let Z* be ( dimensional standard Gaussian. Then Z* = CS where C2 is Chi

square with ( degrees of freedom (e.g. Hult and Lindskog, 2002, Example 3.1).

Representation (7) implies two simple but important properties of meta-elliptical copu-

lae which we state next, using the notation in (7) with no further mention. The proof is

elementary and left out.

Lemma 4 Suppose U* has meta-elliptical copula with generator 1 and scaling matrix !.

Then,

C =
¯̄
%!1Z*

¯̄

and

S =
%!1Z*
|%!1Z*|

#
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Moreover,

U0
* := Q

!1
% %

!1Z* (8)

has same meta-elliptical copula as U* but with scaling matrix D", the ( dimensional identity

matrix.

From Lemma 4 and (7) it is easy to see that the random variable C (which determines 1)

a"ects the dependence properties of meta-elliptical copulae. The goal of the paper is to nd

ways to transform random variables so that they do not depend on any specic parameter.

Parameters’ invariance is important because the distribution of our test statistics will be

approximated by simulation; this will be come clear in due course. If we try to orthogonalize

the random variables using the scaling matrix ! we obtain a distribution that is independent

of unknown parameters. In the next examples, orthogonalization is equivalent to assuming

that ! = D" .

Example 5 Dene 1 (!) := 1" (!) = exp
¡
$#
2

¢
+ (24)"&2 & which is the generator for the

Gaussian copula. Then,

8% (u; D") =
1

(24)"&2
exp

µ
$
h(Q%u) & (Q%u)i

2

¶
9 (u) &

where

9 (u) = (24)"&2 exp

µ
h(Q%u) & (Q%u)i

2

¶
#

Hence, 8% (u; D") = 1, which is the independence copula and the orthogonalization leads to a

copula that does not depend on any unknown parameters.

Unfortunately, this is not always the case.

Example 6 Dene

1 (!) := 1"/ (!) =
" ((E +() +2)

" (E+2) (4E)"&2
(1 + !+E)!(/+")&2 &

which is the generator for the t-copula with E degrees of freedom. Then,

8% (u; D) =
" ((E +() +2)

" (E+2) (4E)"&2

µ
1 +

h(Q%u) & (Q%u)i
E

¶!(/+")&2
9 (u)

9 (u) =
"Y

$=1

" (E+2) (4E)"&2

" ((E + 1) +2)

Ã
1 +

£
.!1% (:$)

¤2

E

!(/+1)&2
&

and it is simple to see that 8% (u; D) 6= 1 because it depends on E.
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By Lemma 4 we can transform the variables so that they have distributionC. We can then

use Lemma 1 to obtain iid uniform random variables. We shall now turn to the forecasting

procedure so that it will be clear why in that framework the parameters used in the forecasts

clearly change over time.

3 Methodology

The focus of this paper is not in identifying the "true" model, but in model validation in

terms of recursive forecast performance.

Suppose (X)))#N is a sequence of random vectors with values in R" # We observe realiza-

tions from the segment (X))0$)+* & i.e. x0& ###&x*!1# We need to issue a probability forecast

for X*# In the absence of knowledge about the (conditional) distribution of X*, we could

postulate a family of joint distributions indexed in some nite parameter space and choose a

method to identify the optimal parameters for the forecasting problem. For large(, this is

a formidable task, unless we are prepared to impose very restrictive conditions on the family

of distributions and the dynamics of the parameters. We propose to consider the problem of

providing a good forecast for each marginal distribution rst and then to join these marginals

using some nonlinear transformations and the copula function.

It is very important to note that we consider admissible forecasting: at each point in

time, the forecast to be used at time F is constructed only using past observations up to time

F $ 1. This means that the parameters used in the forecast cannot be estimated looking at

the whole sample size. By construction, this makes the estimated parameters time varying,

either because of estimation error or because they might vary over time in addition to any

possible estimation error. We provide details of this approach and then suggest a way to

conduct inference in this case.

3.1 First Stage: The Marginals

Postulate a class of marginal distributions
©
G0& H % # "" R1& 3 & 1

ª
to be used for proba-

bility forecasts of (,*$)*#N. Then, we need to choose an F*!1 measurable H* such that G0(*) is

a good distribution forecast for ,*$# It is customary to let ,*$ depend on F*!1 only through

its own past values, i.e. (,)$)0$)+* rather than (X))0$)+*. This will be often assumed with

no need of further mention. For the moment, to simplify notation in the discussion, let
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3 = 1. Suppose there is some function I : R# R such that H* = E (I (,*) |F*!1). Many

distributions/processes satisfy this condition, e.g. GARCH (I (!) = !2) and more generally

the exponential family model (van Garderen, 1997).

Suppose I (,*) admits the semimartingale representation

I (,*) = '* + ;*J*& (9)

where '* and ;* are F*!1 measurable and EJ* = 0& EJ2* = 1# Hence, H* = '* (by reparame-

trization of the marginal distributions, this covers the case I0 (H*) = '*, for some function I0).

Then the estimation of H* is equivalent to estimation of the F*!1 measurable trend in I (,*).

We can estimate or at least approximate H* by Ĥ* =
P

)+*K (B& F) I (!)) & where (K (B& F))0$)+*
is a linear lter possibly depending on (,)))+* so that (K (B& F))0$)+* is F*!1 measurable. This

framework encompasses many di"erent methods like averages, moving averages, exponential

smoothing (Harvey, 1989, Muth, 1960), kernel smoothing and linear projections (i.e. OLS).

Example 7 Suppose K (B& F) = (1$ L)L|*!)!1|& which is just exponential smoothing, and

I (!) = !2. This is RiskMetrics volatility estimation.

By choice of the linear lter, we can account for a time heterogenous parameter if we

suspect that this is a problem.

Example 8 Suppose ,* = @*?* where ?* is standard Gaussian, and @* is F*!1 measurable.

For volatility estimation, Mercurio and Spokoiny (2004) propose for M ) 0

E (|,*|2 |F*!1) = (#I)!1
X

)#I

|,)|2

over a homogeneity region I (arguing for M = 1+2 as the best choice). The linear lter gives

same weight over the homogeneity region and zero elsewhere. Mercurio and Spokoiny (2004)

provide inference procedures to identify homogeneity regions.

More generally than (9), we can suppose that there is a function I : R×## R such that

E (I (,*& H*) |F*!1) = 0& and I (,*& H) admits the semimartingale representation

I (,*& H) = '* (H) + ;* (H) J*&

where E (I (,*& H) |F*!1) = '* (H). Applying a lter (K (B& F))0$)+*#N+ such that '̂* (H) =
P

)+*K (B& F) I (,*& H), numerical approximation techniques can be employed to nd Ĥ*, where

Ĥ* is such that '̂*
³
Ĥ*
´
= 0.
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The 3 ) 1 dimensional case is dealt similarly either by dening a vector of estimating

equations or by direct solution if the parameter dening equation admits an explicit solution

as a function of ,*.

As the last step we join the marginals and derive the full joint distribution. To conduct

inference, we shall make use of (7) hence attention is restricted to the class of meta-elliptical

copulae. Next we discuss parameters’ choice in a way that is consistent with Lemma 1.

3.2 Second Stage: The Copula

Restrict attention to elliptical copulae with given function 1#We suppose thatU* has copula

given by 8% (u;!*) where, by the previous remarks aboutU*, !* is independent ofF*!1. Hence

!* is either a deterministic function of F, i.e. measurable with respect to F!" =
T"
)=1F*!),

or depends on U* only. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, this fact is often overlooked in the

applied literature, where the scaling matrix !* is understood to be a conditional correlation

or in general a parameter depending on F*!1.

Despite this remark, models like Engle’s DCC appear to be quite successful suggesting

that, while !* is independent of F*!1, it might be the case that !* changes slowly with F

(i.e. it is time inhomogeneous). In this case, we may still try to track its values via some

calibration method. We assume that there exists a function I : R" # R" × R" such that

!* = EI (U*), as U* is independent of F*!1. (We do not need to condition on (=*$)*#N used

in (6) because this is an iid sequence independent of (X*)*#N for each >). The use of meta-

elliptical copulae implies that I (u) = (Q%u) (Q%u)( . In many cases, 1 = 1/ where E is some

parameter in a compact parameter space, and this may complicate matters.

Example 9 For the F-copula, the generator 1& as given in Example 6, depends on the degrees

of freedom E, i.e. Q% depends on E.

In these cases, we may assume a specic value for E# Alternatively, the scaling matrix can

still be obtained from Kendall’s tau, say N3 # Kendall’s tau is a measure of dependence like

the correlation coe!cient, but it is independent of the marginal distributions. For the pair

of random variables (7!& 74)

N3 := 4ED{5#$5$}D{6#$6$} $ 1 = EB"IO (7! $ 74) B"IO
¡
7 0! $ 7

0
4

¢
&
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where
¡
7 0! & 7

0
4

¢
is an independent copy of (7!& 74) (Joe, 1997, for more details). It is well

known (Lindskog et al., 2003, Fang et al., 2002) that for a meta-elliptical copula

N = sin
³4N3
2

´
& (10)

where N is the usual correlation coe!cient. Hence, for arbitrary meta-elliptical copulae we

can always suppose that arcsin (!*) = EI (U*) & where the ("& P) entry of I is 4N3 ;!747*+2, i.e.

proportional to Kendall’s tau for 7*! and 7*4. To approximate the expectation, we use a

linear lter, so that, mutatis mutandis, this framework is similar to the marginals modelling.

A nonparametric estimator for N3 ;!747* is given by a second order U-process

N̂3 ;!747* =
X

0$8+)+*

K (Q& B& F) B"IO (7!8 $ 748) B"IO (7!) $ 74)) & (11)

where the lter (K (Q& B& F))0$8+)+* is deterministic.

Example 10 Suppose K (Q& B& F) =
¡
*
2

¢!1
# This is the simplest case, where we assume homo-

geneity and (11) reduces to an ordinary U-statistic.

Example 11 Suppose

K (Q& B& F) = $!1* >9 (F$ Q) >9 (F$ B) & $* :=
X

0$8+)+*

>9 (F$ Q) >9 (F$ B) &

where >9 (B) := L!1> (L!1B) and > (B) is a decreasing positive function. Hence, the most

recent observations are given the largest weight in an attempt to track slow variation in !*.

For >9 (B) = (1$ L)L|)|!1 with L % (0& 1) this becomes a double exponential smoothing.

Since (U*)*#N is a sequence of iid random vectors, the results in Goshal et al. (2000) can

be used to study the properties of local versions of Kendall’s tau. When 1 is fully known,

we may avoid working with a second order U-process and resume more direct methods, i.e.

!̂* =
X

)$*!1

K (B& F) (Q%U!) (Q%U!)
( &

Whatever the method employed, any additional parameter can be calibrated subsequently

once !̂* has been estimated by direct method or Kendall’s tau.

Finally, we note that by (7) and the remarks in Section 2.2, C uniquely determines 1/,

which we assume to be indexed by the nite dimensional parameter E (see Sancetta, 2007,

for the general nonparametric problem). Then there is a direct link between E and the

distribution of C and mutatis mutandis, the arguments in Section 2.2 apply.
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Example 12 SupposeU* has a ( dimensional t copula with E degrees of freedom and scaling

matrix D". Then, C2* = ER
2
(")+R

2
(/) in distribution, where R

2
()) is a Chi-square random variable

with B degrees of freedom. Then, a forecast of E is standard. For example, when E ) 2, we

can use (9) with

EI
¡
C2*+(

¢
= EC2*+( =

E

E $ 2
&

because C2*+( is . distributed with ((& E) degrees of freedom, hence its mean is E+ (E $ 2).

Time inhomogenety can be considered as well.

3.3 Optimization of the Linear Filter

The linear lters used in the forecasts usually depend on some parameters that may need to

be calibrated.

Example 13 Suppose (K (B& F))0$)+* = (K (B& F))9$)+* =
¡P

9$8+* ?879?
(
879

¢!1P
0$8+* ?879,8

where ?879 = (,8!1& ###& ,8!9) (In this case, it is more convenient to give the whole lter).

Then, the lter is just a linear projection on the h past values, the autoregressive order.

In the above example, the lter depends on some unknown parameter L. To produce

valid forecasts, the ltering parameters to be used at time F might be chosen to minimize the

forecast error

E*!1 (L) :=
X

1$)$*!1

R
³
') $ '̂)79

´
&

where '̂)79 is the estimated trend at time B $ 1 (where the lter depends on some nite

parameter vector L), ') is the true trend and R (!) is a convex function of !. Clearly, ')
is unobservable, and has to be replaced by I (,)) suggesting minimization of the estimated

forecast error

E 0*!1 (L) :=
X

1$)$*!1

R
³
I (,))$ '̂)79

´
# (12)

Dene L̃* = argminE*!1 (L) and L̂* = argminE 0*!1 (L). Cheng et al. (2003) show that with

probability going to one, as F#(, E*!1
³
L̂
´
performs as well as E*!1

³
L̃
´
when R (!) = !2,

or |!| & under regularity conditions. Hence the parameters in the lter can be estimated as

the ideal choice of ltering parameters. Other approaches include forecast combination via

learning algorithms (e.g. Yang, 2004, Sancetta 2006, 2007). We shall use this latter approach

in the illustrative empirical example.
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4 Prequential Validation

Once a forecasting procedure has been chosen (this comprises of the parametric model and

the calibration strategy for the parameters), we shall see if it can be rejected by the data.

To this end, we suppose that we have a sample,1$& ###&,:$& > = 1& ###&( and their associated

marginals probability forecasts. (here, it is more convenient to use a di"erent indexing for the

random variables, i.e. not 0& ###& F $ 1& but 1& ###& O). Using our forecasts for the probabilities

and (6) we obtain 7̂1$& ###& 7̂:$, > = 1& ###&(. The hat stresses the fact that we are using

the forecasted probabilities in (6). To avoid trivialities in the indexing, we assume that at

time 0 a probability forecast is already available. It is worth stressing once again that the

forecasts only depend on the past, so that the estimation is recursive and all parameters used

at iteration " shall use previous observations only.

Marginals validation involves testing if 7̂1$& ###& 7̂:$ is iid [0& 1] uniform for each > (by

Lemma 1). This implies that the data are generated by the same marginal conditional

probabilities that we are using to issue the forecast. Since true conditional probabilities

are unknown and forecasts calibrated through learning are used to approximate them, it is

unlikely that 7̂1$& ###& 7̂:$ is uniform. However, as argued in Seillier-Moiseiwitsch and Dawid

(1993) we may abstract from the way the forecasts are generated and evaluate them on

the basis of their performance only: this is the basis of the weak prequential principle (e.g.

Dawid, 1997). If the forecasts were not such that 7̂1$& ###& 7̂:$ is (approximately) iid uniform,

this hypothesis would be rejected by the data and our forecasting procedure discredited (i.e.

falsied using the language of the introduction).

If this hypothesis is not discredited, then we can go to the next level and check that
bU1& ###& bU: has elliptic copula, where bU! :=

³
7̂!1& ###& 7̂!"

´
and its copula parameters are

denoted by b!! = %̂!%̂(! and bE! (assuming 1 = 1/ fully determined by E, e.g. Example 12).
To ease notation we let b1! := 1!/$. Following Lemma 4, dene

bC! :=
¯̄
¯ b%!1!

³
Q!%$

bU!

´¯̄
¯ , bS! :=

b%!1!
³
Q!%$

bU!

´

¯̄
¯ b%!1!

³
Q!%$

bU!

´¯̄
¯

(13)

and let .!/$ be the distribution of bC! implied by bE!. For the sake of explanation assume .!/$
is continuous. Then the copula forecast should not be discredited if bS1& ###& bS: is uniformly
distributed on the sphere and b7 (;)1 & ###& b7 (;): , where b7 (;)! := .!/$

³
bC!
´
, is a sequence of iid [0& 1]

uniform. The procedure is identical to the marginal case.
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Example 14 In Example 12, let ./ be the . distribution with ((& E) degrees of freedom.

Then, .!/$
³
bC!+(

´
should be close in distribution to a uniform random variable for the fore-

cast not to be discredited.

It follows that for "good" forecasts, the null distribution of the random variables does not

depend on any unknown parameter. In fact all random variables are transformed to [0& 1]

uniform random variables or to ( dimensional uniforms on the unit sphere. Without these

transformations it would be di!cult to conduct any inference as the estimated quantities

depend on unknown parameters (under the null) that are recalibrated at each step, as required

by any admissible forecasting procedure.

Note that it can be challenging to test for a( dimensional random vector to be uniformly

distributed on the unit sphere. However, let S1& ###&S: be iid Chi square random variables

with ( degrees of freedom. Following Example 3, S1
bS1& ###&S:

bS: should be approximately
standard Gaussian random vectors if the forecasts are "good".

Before giving some details, we mention that when the number of hypotheses is large,

usual critical values should not be used. Indeed if we consider testing for T hypotheses

we shall have uniform control of all of them and not just one of them at the time. This

is the usual data snooping problem: as T becomes large, we will always have at least one

rejection. There are procedures to control for multiple hypotheses and in this framework,

the ones based on Bonferroni inequality and Holm’s step down procedure appears to be more

easily applicable (see Romano et al., 2008, for details).

4.1 Some Details

In this section, we provide details of the testing procedures implemented in the empirical

example. All test statistics are described for illustrative purposes and are selected based on

subjective preference. In general we will dene some empirical process U: (u) where in the

univariate case u is just a scalar. This will be a properly standardized version of the empirical

distribution function of the transformed variables (details are given below, but for the sake

of unity we describe the general form of the test statistic now). For statistical applications,
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interest lies in the V< norm of the empirical process U: (u) i.e.

¯̄
¯̄
Z

[071]%
|U: (u)|

< 3u

¯̄
¯̄
1&<

, 2 % [1&() (14)

sup
u#(071)%

|U: (u)| , 2 = (.

While for the cases we consider the asymptotic distribution of U: (u) is standard, the dis-

tribution of the V< norm is not easy to derive and thus we suggest a simulation approach.

Furthermore, it is not easy to compute V< norm of U: (u). However, the V< norm can be

found by Monte Carlo integration : chooseT large and generate (U!)!#{17===7>} uniform ran-

dom variables and compute "
1

T

>X

!=1

|U: (U!)|<
#1&<

(15)

with the obvious modications when 2 = (. The transformations described in this paper

allow us to easily simulate the test statistics. Since we explicitly test for a series of null

hypotheses, we describe each of them separately.

Test the null W(1)
0 :

³
7̂!$
´

!#N
is a sequence of iid uniform [0& 1] random variables against

the alternative W(1)
1 :

³
7̂!$

´

!#N
is not [0& 1] uniform. Dene:

U(1): (:) =
1
)
O

:X

!=1

³
D
n
7̂!$ ' :

o
$ :

´

and construct its V< norm by Monte Carlo methods as in (15). Given that under the null³
7̂!$
´

!#N
is iid uniform, we can compute critical values simulating samples of iid uniform

random variables. For each sample we construct U(1): (:), compute its V< norm (as in (15)),

and nd the critical values from the empirical quantiles. While computationally intensive,

the procedure does not require challenging asymptotics, as it relies on simulating uniform

random variables.

The test for W(1)
0 might have low power. For example, not only it is necessary that³

7̂!$
´

!#N
is a sequence of uniform random variables, but we also require that they are in-

dependent. We may still fail to reject W(1)
0 in the presence of some quite weak dependence.

Hence, it is worthwhile to test the null hypothesisW(2)
0 : the sequence of uniform random vari-

ables
³
7̂!$
´

!#N
is independent against the alternativeW(2)

1 : the uniform random variables are

not independent. We are assuming that the random variables are uniform, which is plausible

if the null W(1)
0 in the previous paragraph is not rejected.
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There is a pletora of tests for independence (see Diebold et al., 1998, and Patton, 2006

for interesting examples). It is quite common to carry out inference for nite number of lags

(and in the sequel only lag one is considered for the sake of simplicity) using the sample

autocovariance function of the series and/or some simple functions of the series (e.g. powers

of the centered series). This does not necessarily implies independence unless we consider

6X;
³
7̂<!$& 7̂

?
!+17$

´
for all 2& Y % N. Since the variables are in [0& 1], 6X;

³
7̂<!$& 7̂

?
!+17$

´
# 0 as

2& Y #( (unless there is some positive mass at 1), looking at a nite number of combinations

of 2 and Y might be su!cient.

An alternative that ts within the empirical distribution framework is to look at the

empirical distribution of
³
Û
(@)
!

´

!A@
=
³
7̂!& 7̂!!1& ###& 7̂!!@

´

!A@
. To test time series independence

at the rst Z lags, we set 6B (u) =
Q@
!=1 :!, and construct the following statistic under the

null of independence:

U(2): (u) :=
:X

!=1

³
D
n
Û
(@)
! ' u

o
$ 6B (u)

´
# (16)

Again the distribution of the variables is fully specied under the null and we can use simula-

tions to compute critical values for the V< norm of U(2): (u). Since Z is nite, it is clear that the

test does not have power against variables that are dependent at high lags, but independent

at low lags. However, that would be an odd dependence structure.

If we cannot discredit the marginals forecasts, we then turn to the copula. Recall the

notation in (13) and how we nd these variables. Then, test the null W(3)
0 :

³
b7 (;)!

´

!#N
is

a sequence of iid uniform [0& 1] random variables against the alternative W(3)
1 :

³
b7 (;)!

´

!#N
is

not [0& 1] uniform as well as the null W(4)
0 :

³
bS!
´

!#N
is a sequence of iid uniform random

variables on the ( dimensional sphere against the alternativeW(4)
1 :

³
bS!
´

!#N
is not uniformly

distributed on the sphere. Simulating a sequence (S!)!#N of iid Chi square random variables

with ( degrees of freedom we can amend the null distribution to standard Gaussian for the

sequence
³
S!
bS!
´

!#N
. This shows that in some special simple cases, the procedure can be

simplied considerably.

Example 15 Suppose U* has Gaussian copula with scaling matrix !* = %*%(* . Then, the

generator 1 does not depend on any unknown parameter and

Z* := %
!1
* Q

!1
% U* (17)
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is a standard normal vector. Hence we can combine W(3)
0 and W(4)

0 into a unique hypothesis

for Gaussianity of
³
Ẑ!

´

!#N
where

Ẑ* = b%!1!
³
Q!1% bU!

´

and 1 is known.

Note that U: (u) does not have constant variance. We could standardize by its standard

deviation, say @ (u&u), but this leads to instability in the tails, because @ (u&u) # 0 as

u# * [0& 1]", where * [0& 1]" is the boundary of [0& 1]" . For this reason, we discuss the

unstandardized process U: (u), as done for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. Clearly, this

implies less powerful tests.

5 Empirical Illustration with Soft Commodities and

Energy Prices

We use an empirical example to illustrate the procedure in a practical situation. In particular

we focus on forecasting commodity prices. There has been some interest in applied work on

commodity prices (Taylor, 1980, Deaton and Laroque, 1992, 1996, Deb et al., 1996, Pindyck,

2004).

The forecasting approach might look ad hoc. However, we take care to check if our

preferred (very subjective) method to construct forecasts is discredited by the data. This has

no implication for any alternative procedure.

5.1 Data Description and in Sample Analysis

We use futures data on 16 di"erent commodities over the period 3/01/93-28/01/04, which

amounts to about 2700 observations excluding festivities. The data were retrieved from

Bloomberg using the generic ticker for each contract including festivities. This delivers a

concatenated series of front months for each contract series, where the price is the previous

period price in the case of a closed market. For each commodity, the front month has a

life of about one to three months. We eliminated all festivities and computed log return

for all series as C* := ln (G*+G*!1) # Every time the front month changed at time F, G* and

G*!1 referred to two di"erent contracts (in terms of delivery). Unfortunately, contracts on
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di"erent commodities postulate di"erent delivery periods (for example soybeans and co"ee

have di"erent settlement dates) so that it is di!cult to avoid this problem for a large data set.

However, visual inspection of our data did not reveal any clear short term seasonal pattern

that might arise from the roll over of contracts.

The commodities studied are crude oil, gas oil (IPE), heating oil, natural gas, propane,

unleaded gas, cocoa, co"ee, sugar, orange juice, soybean, corn, rice, oats, wheat and cotton.

Assuming the data possess suitable ergodic properties, we report sample summary statistics

in Table I.

Table I.

Table I. Sample Summary Statistics
Mean Var. Skew. Kurt. Min. 1stQu. Median 3rdQu. Max.

CRUDE OIL 0.02 5.18 -0.27 4.07 -16.54 -1.15 0.00 1.29 14.23
GAS OIL (IPE) 0.01 3.96 -0.55 5.17 -15.07 -0.98 0.00 1.06 11.62
HEATING OIL 0.02 5.38 -0.95 7.35 -20.97 -1.13 0.03 1.29 10.40
NATURAL GAS 0.04 14.53 -0.21 7.84 -37.57 -1.95 0.05 2.03 32.44
PROPANE 0.03 4.14 -1.26 15.84 -24.78 -0.80 0.00 0.92 12.18
UNLEADED GAS 0.02 5.77 -0.59 7.74 -25.45 -1.27 0.10 1.41 19.49
COCOA 0.02 3.82 0.25 2.72 -10.01 -1.11 0.00 1.08 12.74
COFFEE 0.00 8.06 0.09 7.04 -22.06 -1.40 0.00 1.40 23.77
SUGAR -0.01 4.76 -0.18 10.76 -18.04 -1.05 0.00 1.07 23.55
ORANGE JUICE -0.01 4.25 0.72 11.28 -12.91 -0.99 0.00 0.94 22.72
SOYBEANS 0.01 1.86 -1.02 13.28 -17.43 -0.73 0.03 0.76 7.41
CORN 0.01 2.23 -1.84 36.15 -26.12 -0.74 0.00 0.76 9.13
RICE 0.01 3.56 1.03 23.15 -12.97 -0.89 0.00 0.89 28.08
OATS 0.00 4.89 -1.91 20.18 -25.46 -0.92 0.00 1.02 14.54
WHEAT 0.00 3.20 -1.39 41.86 -28.61 -1.00 0.00 0.97 23.30
COTTON 0.01 3.06 -1.45 36.48 -30.44 -0.88 0.00 0.86 13.62

The results are consistent with what is expected from fat-tailed non-Gaussian data sets.

Figure I gives the time series plot for the log returns of gas oil, co"ee and rice.

Figure I
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Figure I. Time Series Plot.
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Rice
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We also looked at the sample autocorrelation function (ACF) of the data, which appeared

to be consistent with conditionally heteroskedastic models (e.g. GARCH): no correlation in

the levels, but correlation in absolute powers of the returns, as for nancial returns. To

further investigate the time dependence structure we considered estimation of subsamples

of the sample ACF in search of possible anomalies. Figure II show that the sample ACF

for absolute returns of gas oil seem to depend on the sample subset used, revealing possible

nonstationarities in the data or the non-existence of a second moment. The same anomalies

are also shared by most of the other commodities.

Figure II
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Figure II. Sample ACF for Gas Oil
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For the purposes of cross-sectional analysis, commodities were divided in three groups:

energy, miscellaneous and grains/oilseeds/ber. For soft commodities (i.e. non-energy group),

this division is based on the nomenclature used by the Economic Research Service tari"

database of the United States Department of Agriculture. The energy group comprises of

crude oil, gas oil, heating oil, natural gas, propane, unleaded gas; miscellaneous group consists

of cocoa, co"ee, sugar and orange juice; grains/oilseeds/ber include soybeans, corn, rice,

oats, wheat and cotton. Our subdivision of soft commodities is justied by the fact that

correlation of two commodities coming from di"erent groups is usually very low.

The overall correlation among di"erent energy commodities is rather strong. However,

energy commodities exhibit virtually no correlation with commodities of other groups. Corre-

lation between di"erent commodities within miscellaneous group is rather weak (.3-.11), and

there is virtually no correlation between miscellaneous commodities and the last group. The

correlation among grains/oilseeds/ber is lower than correlation among energy commodities,

but higher than the correlation within the miscellaneous commodities. For economy of space

these results will not be reported here. However, we will report the covariance matrices once

we transform the data using the forecast estimator of the transform in (6). This will allow us

to compare correlations within groups before and after the application of the second trans-

form (8) used to test for meta-Gaussianity. Therefore, we now introduce the model we use

to forecast the marginals.

5.2 A Simple Model

We propose a simple model for the forecast of the distribution of the commodities returns. As

done in Starica and Granger (2005), we decide to model the absolute returns and their sign

separately. Suppose (C*)*#Z is a sequence of random variables with values inR. This sequence

is interpreted as log returns. We use the following decompositionC* = J* |C*| & J* = B"IO (C*) #

In several occasions, our series has zero returns on some days. Therefore, Pr (J* = 0) )

0, and the distribution function of C* has a discrete component at zero in its Lebesgue

decomposition. The distribution of J* is modelled as Pr (J* = 0) = 2& Pr (J* ) 0) = Y*, and

Y* can change over time. This allows for trends in prices. Trends for commodities might

be the e"ect of seasonal patterns and other exogenous variables like weather. Moreover, for

simplicity we do not model directly the break that occurs every time there is a roll of a

contract. (As mentioned above this happens every one or three months depending on the
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contract specication.)

We suppose that there is an F*!1 measurable function H* such that (|C*| +H*|F*!1)

(i.e. |C*| +H* conditional on the past) has Weibull density with shape parameter [, i.e.

[!C!1 exp
©
$!C

ª
. This functional form can approximate the tails of a large number of den-

sity functions and is sometimes used in the literature (e.g. Silvapulle and Granger, 2001,

Laherrère and Sornette, 1998, Frisch and Sornette, 1997). The conditional mean of returns

is usually very small at all frequencies but the lower ones. Note that under this assumption,

@* := E*!1 |C*| = H*" (1 + 1+[) and we can reparametrize in terms of @* (the conditional

mean of |C*|) to nd

23'|;!||F!!1 (!) = [@*" (1 + 1+[)]
C [!C!1 exp

n
$ [@*" (1 + 1+[)!]

C
o
#

To join the marginal distributions, we choose a Gaussian copula where the scale matrix

is allowed to vary over time. This is done for the sake of simplicity. Inferential procedures

with the Gaussian copula do not depend on nuisance parameters (i.e. the function 1 is

fully determined). Hence it is appropriate to use it as a benchmark model, and to look for

better alternatives if the null of properly specied copula is rejected. Moreover, this copula

is simple to estimate. Given lack of more detailed information, but only the scaling matrix,

it is known that the Gaussian distribution is optimal in an information theoretic sense (i.e.

it is maximum entropy).

5.2.1 Forecasting

In order to forecast, we consider recursive estimation of the parameters and use the observa-

tions up to time F$ 1 to forecast at time F. In particular parameters are either set to some

a priori value or exponential moving averages are used to approximate conditional means.

The smoothing parameter in the moving average is also chosen a priori. The quality of the

forecast is assessed using the inferential procedures discussed in the previous section.

Note that a convenient feature of the model is that Y* and 2 can be estimated separately

from the other parameters. We use the empirical mean of D {C) = 0} (using B < F) to

estimate 2 and exponential moving average with smoothing parameter L to estimate Y*,

i.e. Y* = (1$ L) Y*!1 + LD {C*!1 ) 0}. In the sequel we will use L to generically denote

the smoothing parameter in exponential moving average estimation of any time varying

parameters. A priori we chose L = #98 for Y* and this is somewhat arbitrary. We conjectured
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that there is little predictability in the sign of returns, so to avoid capturing noise, a large

value of smoothing parameter was chosen. To estimate @* we consider exponential moving

average with L = #95& #85 resulting in two di"erent estimates which we will then combine using

combination weights. Two choices are also considered for the shape parameter: [ = 1& 1#25#

The rst corresponds to the exponential density (e.g. Silvapulle and Granger, 2001) the latter

is motivated by our past experience of working with nancial returns, suggesting that choices

between 1 and 1.5 are plausible but with [ closer to one. Instead of choosing one model among

these 4 possible combinations (i.e. two choices for @* and two for [), we consider a forecast

combination of densities via the linear opinion pool (Genest and Zidek, 1986, Timmermann,

2006):

23'|;!||F!!1 (!) =
4X

!=1

K*!23'|;!||F!!1 (!|") &

where each " identies a density for |C*| |F*!1 with a given L for @* and a xed value for [.

The weights K*! are constrained to lie in the unit simplex. Details on how the weights are

computed can be found in the Appendix A.

Because of the Meta-Gaussianity assumption, we only need to estimate the scaling matrix.

Using (6) and the estimated marginals at time F, we derive Û* and Ẑ* := Q%Û* where Q% is

as in (4) and 1 is as in Example 5. Then, the scaling matrix !̂9 (F) for the Gaussian copula

is estimated by exponential moving average of
³
Ẑ)Ẑ

(
)

´

)+*
with two choices of L = #95& #85.

Hence, we assume that the scaling matrix changes slowly with time. This estimator may take

values outside [$1& 1] and be singular. To avoid these problems we use the following crude

approach. Dene @̂$@ to be the (>& Z) entry in !̂9 (F). Replace @̂$@ with @̂$@+ (@̂$$@̂@@)
1&2 & so

that the diagonal entries of the estimator are all one and the o" diagonal entries are between

one and minus one. Then shrink the estimator towards the identity matrix using shrinkage

parameter equal to #1, which reects our condence in the exponential moving average es-

timator versus a constant diagonal one. We then use combination weights to average over

the two estimators !̂9 (F) (based on two di"erent smoothing parameters). Appendix A gives

details on how these second set of combination weights were chosen.

While there are many steps involved, the estimation is fully recursive. This minimizes the

computational burden, particularly in the case of large number of assets in online estimation.

Clearly, if this procedure were to be applied to a very large number of assets, the scaling

matrix would have to be homogeneous and estimated using a small number of predetermined
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factors.

Our goal is to conduct prequential validation using this forecasting model. To this end

the transforms (6) and (8) from time F = 1& ###& O use the forecasting model suggested based

on previous observations only. Hence, we fully replicate a forecasting exercise. Clearly, we

already know the data and we have analyzed them in the previous subsection. Nevertheless,

the simplicity of the forecasting model tends to avoid any strong supposition of data mining

in this forecasting and inferential analysis.

5.3 Analysis of the Marginals

We transformed data into uniform using (6) and the estimated marginals. Then, the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov (K-S) statistic was computed for all 16 commodities. Results are in Table II from

which we infer that the model forecasts all the data well, but for heating oil, propane and

rice. To avoid any possible accusation of data mining, we decided not to amend the forecasts

at this stage. Hence we dropped rice from our subsequent analysis, while the other two

commodities were retained as we failed to reject W(1)
0 at the 99% condence level.

Table II.

Table II. Test for Goodness of Fit
 K-S Stat
CRUDE OIL 0.019
GAS OIL (IPE) 0.023
HEATING OIL 0.031 **
NATURAL GAS 0.021
PROPANE 0.032 **
UNLEADED GAS 0.021
COCOA 0.021
COFFEE 0.018
SUGAR 0.019
ORANGE JUICE 0.018
SOYBEANS 0.022
CORN 0.021
RICE 0.047 ***
OATS 0.018
WHEAT 0.026
COTTON 0.021

* rejected at 90%

** rejected at 95%

*** rejected at 99%
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To provide visual evidence, Figure III reports the QQ-plots for the uniform transform of gas

oil, co"ee and rice (the worse performing commodity according to our statistics). The graphs

show a good t for the rst two and mediocre for the latter. However, for rice the problem

appears to be in the body of the distribution rather than on the tails.

Figure III.

Figure III. QQ-Plot Estimated Distribution.
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5.3.1 Time series dependence

We also look at time series dependence. Visual inspection of the sample ACF of
³
7̂*$
´

*#{17===7:}

and
³¯̄
¯7̂*$ $ 1+2

¯̄
¯
´

*#{17===7:}
does not seem to reveal any strong time dependence. For

¯̄
¯7̂*$ $ 1+2

¯̄
¯,

in some occasions, (i.e. gas oil and oats) there is some mild rst order dependence, but not

necessarily positive. Figure IV plots the sample ACF of
¯̄
¯7̂*$ $ 1+2

¯̄
¯ for gas oil and heating

oil.

Figure IV.
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Figure IV. Sample ACF for |7* $ 1+2|
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We also perform a test for the rst order lag time series independence based on the V<

norm of U(2): (u) (see (16)). The actual test statistic computed is given in (15). The critical

values were obtained by 1000 simulations of (15) under the null using 2 = 2&(, for 2 as in

(15). Table III reports the results.

Table III
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Table III. Independence Test
 p=infinity p=2
CRUDE OIL 0.91 0.07
GAS OIL (IPE) 0.90 0.08
HEATING OIL 1.47 * 0.15
NATURAL GAS 0.95 0.11
PROPANE 0.98 0.15
UNLEADED GAS 0.98 0.12
COCOA 0.90 0.09
COFFEE 0.84 0.07
SUGAR 0.83 0.06
ORANGE JUICE 0.62 0.05
SOYBEANS 1.19 0.13
CORN 0.70 0.08
OATS 0.56 0.03
WHEAT 0.78 0.08
COTTON 0.84 0.07

* rejected at 90%

** rejected at 95%

*** rejected at 99%

The null of serial independence does not seem to be rejected at one lag except for heating

oil. This is surprising given our remarks about the visual inspection of the sample ACF’s.

A possible explanation for the large value in the test statistic of heating oil is that this

commodity may fail to be uniform (see Table II). Recall that underW(1)
0 andW(1)

1 the random

variables need to be uniform. Failing to be uniform invalidates the test, but does not a"ect

inference on the sample ACF.

5.4 Cross-Sectional Analysis

As mentioned before, the data have been divided into three categories. For this reason,

assuming a stationary covariance structure of the transformed uniform data, we report the

sample correlation matrix of the uniform transforms within each group, but not among groups

in Table IV.

Table IV.
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Table IV. Correlation Matrices for Uniform Transforms
 

CRUDE OIL GAS OIL (IPE) HEATING OIL NATURAL GAS PROPANE UNLEADED GAS
CRUDE OIL 1 0.46 0.79 0.20 0.44 0.74
GAS OIL (IPE) - 1 0.53 0.13 0.43 0.42
HEATING OIL - - 1 0.25 0.48 0.71
NATURAL GAS - - - 1 0.25 0.19
PROPANE - - - - 1 0.39
UNLEADED GAS - - - - - 1

COCOA COFFEE SUGAR ORANGE JUICE
COCOA 1 0.10 0.08 0.03
COFFEE - 1 0.06 0.03
SUGAR - - 1 0.01
ORANGE JUICE - - - 1

SOYBEANS CORN OATS WHEAT COTTON
SOYBEANS 1 0.57 0.43 0.38 0.13
CORN - 1 0.52 0.52 0.10
OATS - - 1 0.39 0.07
WHEAT - - - 1 0.09
COTTON - - - - 1

Energy Group

Miscellaneous Group

Grains/Oilseeds/Fiber Group

We then approximate the correlation matrix !̂* and apply the transform in (8) to derive a

sequence of cross-sectionally independent random vectors. This implies that we orthogonal-

ize the random variables in Gaussian space and transform them back into uniform. Table V

reports the correlation matrix of the uniform random variables after this nonlinear transfor-

mation. The transformed series exhibits substantially less correlation within groups, though

some correlation appears still to be present.

Table V.
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Table V. Correlation Matrices of Uniform Transform

after the Transformation in (8)
 

CRUDE OIL GAS OIL (IPE) HEATING OIL NATURAL GAS PROPANE UNLEADED GAS
CRUDE OIL 1 0.06 0.19 0.02 0.04 0.10
GAS OIL (IPE) - 1 -0.02 0.00 0.05 -0.03
HEATING OIL - - 1 0.05 -0.01 0.07
NATURAL GAS - - - 1 0.03 -0.01
PROPANE - - - - 1 -0.01
UNLEADED GAS - - - - - 1

COCOA COFFEE SUGAR ORANGE JUICE
COCOA 1 0.01 0.01 0.01
COFFEE - 1 0.01 -0.01
SUGAR - - 1 0.00
ORANGE JUICE - - - 1

SOYBEANS CORN OATS WHEAT COTTON
SOYBEANS 1 0.10 0.04 0.03 0.02
CORN - 1 0.05 0.07 0.00
OATS - - 1 0.02 0.02
WHEAT - - - 1 0.00
COTTON - - - - 1

Miscellaneous Group

Grains/Oilseeds/Fiber Group

Energy Group

In order to verify that the dependence structure dened by the Gaussian copula is sat-

isfactory, we conducted the test described in Section 3.2 for 2 = 2&(. Results are reported

in Table VI. The results conrm that meta-ellipticity with nonhomogeneous scaling matrix

could be a suitable assumption to make (see Appendix B for few remarks on the simulated

critical values and power).

Table VI

Table VI. Test for Meta-Elliptical Dependence
p=infinity p=2

Energy Group 0.90 0.02
Miscellaneous Group 1.23 0.04
Grains/Oilseeds/Fiber Group 1.09 0.03

* rejected at 90%

** rejected at 95%

*** rejected at 99%

5.5 Summary of Results

We briey summarize some of the results.
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• The tails of the log returns of commodity prices could be characterized by a time varying

(symmetric) double Weibull distribution;

• There is a strong evidence of changes in the scale parameter of the distribution like in

the case of nancial returns;

• The shape parameter of the distribution is sub-Gaussian ([ ' 2 would imply nearly

Gaussian tails), and perhaps larger than exponential;

• Cross-sectional dependence is quite strong in some cases, and could be time varying;

• Meta-ellipticity with a Gaussian generator might be a good rst approximation every-

where apart from the extreme tails (see remarks about power in Appendix B). Hence,

a meta-elliptical copula that exhibit tail dependence should be used (as advocated by

many authors, e.g. Demarta and McNeil, 2005).

6 Final Remarks

We have considered forecast validation for time series that can be modelled by meta-elliptical

distributions. In particular, we considered a framework where the distribution of the data

conditional on past observations can be described by time varying parameters whose role is

similar to the one of su!cient statistics. We gave several examples on the copula marginal

decomposition. While not new, the copula decomposition requires some care when we model

the conditional marginals and copula separately. In this case, the parameters of the copula

cannot depend on past observations. This issue is often overlooked in many models like

Engle’s DCC model.

We proposed an inferential approach that followed the prequential principle in the sense

that hypothesis were tested only on the basis of observables using recursive prediction. Since

all parameters’ values are calibrated using past observations only, under a properly specied

null hypothesis, the forecast can be transformed into martingale di"erences which makes the

performance of the model amenable to statistical analysis.

We considered the analysis of 16 energy and soft commodity returns as illustrative ex-

ample. This example is also of interest in its own right because usually empirical analysis of

returns has been conned to the case of nancial indices. A simple model -chosen for illustra-

tive purposes- could not be fully discredited by the data. There was evidence that the copula
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specication could be discredited as it does not allow to capture tail dependence, which could

be important when trying to forecast the joint distribution of commodity returns.

A natural application of these forecasting exercises is the calculation of value at risk, and

related risk measures. The possibility of simulating from meta-elliptical distributions makes

them viable and exible candidates for real life applications. However, it is often argued that

in nancial applications, the dependence structure could be asymmetric (e.g. Kroner and

Ng, 1998; see also Sancetta and Satchell, 2007, and references therein). This would require

the extension to skewed elliptic distributions (e.g. Branco and Dey, 2001) and this is the

subject of ongoing research.

A Appendix: Online Forecast Combination

The combination weights used in the empirical section are obtained using variations of well

known algorithms in the machine learning literature (Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi, 2006). We

only discuss the implementation, as it is beyond the scope of this paper to provide detailed

explanations (the interested reader can consult the cited references).

To issue a marginal forecast, the weights are chosen to satisfy the following recursion:

given K*!17!,

K0*! : = K*!17!23'|;!!1||F!!2 (C*!1|")

K0*! : = K0*!+
4X

!=1

K0*!

K*! = (1$ M)K*! +
M

3

X

4 6=!

K*4

(see Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi, 2006 and Sancetta, 2007, and references therein for the prop-

erties of this algorithm). We set M = 10!3 and note that only observations up to time F$ 1

are used in the forecast and the initial weights are set equal to 1+4 (equal weighting). The

combination weights for the covariance matrix are based on a similar recursion. Let
³
Ẑ*
´

*#N

be the sequence of Gaussian random vectors obtained from the uniforms
³
Û*

´

*#N
using Q%.

Let

I*! := $2
X

1$$7@$"

"
Ẑ*Ẑ

(
* $

X

!=172

\*!1!!̂
(!)
*

#

$@

!̂
(!)
*$@&

which is the "*9 entry in the gradient of the squared Frobenius norm of
h
Ẑ*Ẑ

(
* $

P
!=172 \*!!̂

(!)
*

i
&
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where >& Z identies its (>& Z) entry. Then, given \*!1!,

\0*! : = \*!1! exp
©
$F!1&2I*!1!

ª

\0*! : = \0*!+ (\
0
*1 + \

0
*2)

] : =
X

!=172

D{D0!$+/&2}

\0*E : =
X

!=172

\0*!

\*+17! = \0*! [1$ ]E+2] +
£
1$ \0*E

¤
if \0*! & E+2& \*+17! = E+2 otherwise.

We set E = #01. Note that the update from \0*! to \*+17$ only makes sure that if \
0
*! < E+2

then we set \*+17$ = E+2. After changing one weight, we need to adjust the remaining weight

so that \*+171 + \*+172 = 1 and the weights are positive. For the properties of this algorithm

see Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi (2006) and Sancetta (2006).

B Appendix: Critical Values

In Table VII, we report critical values from 1000 simulations under the null of the true copula

being the independence copula. The statistic computes (15) for 2 = 2 and( with the obvious

modications.

Table VII
Confidence Level
n=2570 p=infinity p=2
K=2

90% 1.440 0.255
95% 1.562 0.325
99% 1.825 0.468

K=4
90% 1.444 0.084
95% 1.578 0.104
99% 1.773 0.138

K=5
90% 1.351 0.044
95% 1.434 0.051
99% 1.638 0.070

K=6
90% 1.184 0.022
95% 1.273 0.025
99% 1.507 0.034

Critical Value
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To check power, we considered an alternative of a Gaussian copula with correlation matrix

of #1 on the o" diagonal entries (the null is a diagonal matrix). By Monte Carlo simulation,

we computed the power when 2 = 2 for the 95% critical values and this was found to be

equal to about one except when ( = 2 (only dimensions ( = 2& 4& 5& 6 were considered).

For ( = 2 the power is very low: about #28 . For 2 = ( we have slightly less power and

an extreme deterioration for ( = 2: about #13. Hence caution has to be exercised carrying

out inference for ( = 2. We also considered an alternative of a t-copula with 6 degrees

of freedom. The t-copula is considered as an important alternative to a Gaussian copula

in modelling joint returns, as it exhibits tail dependence (e.g. Demarta and McNeil, 2005).

A bivariate t-copula with 6 degrees of freedom has a coe!cient of tail dependence equal to

about #033: with probability of about 3%, we would observe a very low value of a variable

given that the other variable takes a very low value. Under this alternative, the power is

quite low: never above #8. The use of 2 =( produces a more powerful test. This is expected,

as the di"erence between the alternative and the null mainly shows up in the tails. If we

increased the degrees of freedom, the power would increase because the t-copula converges

to the Gaussian copula. Hence, it might be convenient to standardize the test statistic by its

theoretical variance and only consider a suitable subset of the hypercube bounded away from

the boundary to avoid instability of the test statistic (recall the remark just before Section

3.1).

As a nal remark, precise asymptotic critical values have been tabulated by Cotterill and

Csorgo (1982) in this case. Di"erences between those critical values and the ones reported

here are relatively small.
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